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DECAY PROPERTIES OF THE NEW I~OTOpEf243Cf AND 244Cf* 
Torbjorn Sikkeland, Albert Ghiorso, Jaromir Malyt, and Matti J. Nurmia* 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

A new isotope of californium 243Cf has been produced in the bombard

ments of 235u, 236u, and 238u'with l2C ions. At the same time new values 

for the half-life and a energy observed in the decay of 244Cf.were obtained. 

The experimental arran{~ement was identical to that used in the discoveryl 

of 242Cf in which various uranium isotopes were bombarded with 12C. 

Figure 1 shows a typical ex spectrum obtained in the bombardment of 236U 

with l2C. We shall here discuss in some detail the a group at 7.05 MeV, 

that in the previous report was teritatively assigned to 24 3cf, and. the 

group at 
. 244 

7.21 MeV that was assigned to Cf. 

1. 243cf • A least-square analysis of the decay of the ex group at 

7.05 ± 0.02 MeV in which about 300 events were used. gave a half-life of 

10.3 ± 0.5 min. The assignment of the emitter to 243Cf was based. on the 

excitation functions of its production in l2C reactions on 235u and 236u. 

In the former, the shape of the function corresponded to a (12C, 4n) 

reaction, and in the latter to a (12C, 5n) reaction. We also observed 

this activity in a 238u(12C, 7n) reaction, although here it was partly 

masked by the tail of an intense group at 7.14 MeV from 24~Cf. Indirect 

experimental evidence that 243Cf also has other decay modes was obtained 

from cross-section systematics for (12C, xn) reactions as shown in 
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the follm-ling. At ~ particular value of x, the maximum cross section, 

ax' for such reactions is, to a good approximation, proportional to the 

quantity (fn/ft)X. Here fnlft is the geometric mean of the relativl:! levl3l 

widths for neutron emission for'the nuclides in the cascade of x neutrons. 

For these nuclides the quantity log (r n/I\) is expected to vary very nearly 

2 linearly \-lith A, the average mass number of the nuclei in that cascade. 

Hence one can set 

( 1) 

where Cx is a constant dependent only on x, and Co is independent of both 

A and x~ 

These constants vlere determined from the measured maximum cross 

sections for (12C, 4n) reactions with 234u, 236u, and 238u as targets, and 

for (12C, 5n) reactions with the targets 235U and 238U• The calculated 

maximum cross sections for 235U(12C, 4n) 243Cf and 236U(12C, 5n) 243Cf were 

fOW1d to be larger than the measured cross sections for thl:! 7.05-MeV 

10-min a activity, by a factor of 9 ± 2 and 12 ± 2, respectively. The 

weighted average of these values is 10 ± 2. Hence, the partial a half-life 

for this group is 100 ± 20 min, which corresponds to an unhindered a decay. 

T11e energy of the ground-state transition at s in the decay of L:;43Cf 

is predicted3 to be about 7.17 MeV. According to the energy-level diagram 

4 ~3 of Nilsson, the odd neutron for the groW1d state of the nuclide Cf is 

in the state 1/2+[631], and that of the daughter 239Cm is in the state 

7/2-[743], and hence the'transition betvleen these two states will be lmfavored. 

• 
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An excited-neutron -level, 1/2+[631], in the daughter is expected, to 'which 

a favored decay will take place. The 7.05-MeV a group apparently is a 

manifestation of that transition, and the level 1/2+(631) in 239Cm then 

is about 120 keV, above the ground state. 

It appears from our experiments that othe~ a groups from 243C1' must 

have intensities less than that of 7.05 MeV. Hence, we conclude the 

243 '243 dominant mode of decay of 'Cf to be by electron capture (EC) to Bl<;, 

and the branching ratio EC/a to be about 10. 

2. 244C1' • This nuclide was produced in 235U(12C, 3n), 236U,(12C, 4n) 

238 12 and U( C, 6n) reactions. In the last system the 7.14-MeV alphas from 

'2
J+5cr, produced simultaneously, interfered with the a spectrum from 244 Cf • 

In the bombardment of 236u with 69-MeV 12c , the yield of, 245Cf was about 

two orders of magrli tude less than that of 244cf, and this system was used 

244 to study the decay properties. The decay of 2000 events of Cf was 

followed over 8 half-lives and a l~ast-square-fit analysis gave a half-life 

of 19.4 ± 0.6 min. 

, 244 In separatte experiments, the energy spectrum of the a1s from Cf 

was studied, in greater detail, with the 7.070-MeV a1s from 217At and the 

7.680-MeV a1s from 214po used as calibration sources. 

\-lith 2.5 keV/ch, the group at 7.21 MeV was resolved into two, one at 

7.214 MeV and the ot~er 40 ± 4 keY lower. The ratio of the intensity of 

the former group to that of the latter was 3.0 ± 0.3. Apparently the fonler 

consists of a1s from a'ground-state transition and the latter of a1s from 

a transition to the 2+ rotational level associated with the ground state, 

The FWHM of the group at 7.214 MeV was measured to be 21 keV. 
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244Cf has been. reported to emitt alphas with an energy of 7.17 ± .01 MeV 

and a half-life of 25 ± 3 min. 5 

I 

We vlould like to thank Donald F. Lebeck for help in analysis of the data.. 

One of US (J. M.) would like to, express his gratitude to the International t, 

Atomic Energy, Vienna, Austria, for a research grant. 
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* • This work was done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

tOn leave of absence from the Institute of Nuclear Research, Prague, 
Czechoslovakia.. 

*On leave of absence from the D~partment of Physics, University of Helsinki, 
Finland. 
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Fig. 1. Alpha speC-*trwn from elght 20-mln bombardments of 500 llfJ/crn2 

of 236u \vi th about 80 MeV 12C of intensity 6 flA/ cm2 (-t6 ions). 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
mISSIon, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor

mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behal f of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 




